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Urban Company provides a platform that allows

skilled and experienced professionals to connect

with users looking for specific services. 
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UBS Group AGUSD 150 M -
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USD 188 M - Prosus (previously Naspers)

Falcon EdgeUSD 100 M SERIES D

Singapore’s sovereign fund TemasekUSD 120 M -

Byju's Classes provides mobile-based courses for

competitive test preparation and supplementary

courses for students. It provides coaching for

competitive entrance exams like IIT-JEE, CAT,

UPSC, GMAT, GRE, engineering/medical, and

school-curriculum-based courses for students. 

UpGrad is an online venture focused on

delivering online programs. It offers online

accredited courses and certificates in relevant

industries such as E-Commerce, Big Data, and

BFSI (Basel III).

Stanza Living is a managed accommodation

provider for students. It offers fully furnished

hostels for students on a monthly rental basis.

Offers single and twin-sharing accommodations. 



ElasticRun is the provider of logistics & fulfillment

solutions for businesses. It is an aggregated

network for transportation, pooling in logistics

services from distributors and enterprises

providing last-mile deliveries. 

Bizongo is an online B2B marketplace for

packaging supplies. The products have objective

specifications and categorization listed on the

platform. It also provides business

communication services.

Lead School is an academic content learning

provider for schools. Its features include

monitoring students learning, teacher's

performance, courses for teachers, and course

curriculum delivery. 
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USD 22.5 M SERIES C
SteadView Capital, Delta Dental, Accel

Partners, Eight Roads and F-Prime Capital

USD 75 M -
Avataar Ventures and Prosus Ventures Kalaari

Capital

CareStack is a unified suite of dental software

solutions enabling dental offices to improve

patient and staff safety, new patient growth, and

collections helping them to navigate to the new

normal.

USD 21 M

British government's development finance body

CDC and Thailand-based Addventures, a

corporate arm of SCG

SERIES C

USD 30 M SERIES D GSV Ventures and WestBridge
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RattanIndia Group20 M

Revolt Motors is the next-gen mobility company,

created for the smart world. With technology at

its roots and a class-apart product in the works,

Revolt is soon going to introduce India’s first AI-

enabled motorcycle without compromising on the

performance or aesthetics of a regular ride.

Ranjan Pai-led MEMG family office

SEED ROUND Angel Investors

Finnable is an online consumer loans platform.

Users can avail shopping loans and personal

loans. They can apply for loans via the app.

5.4 M

2 M

-

-

Fypmoney is an app-based digital bank for

teenagers. Its services include deposit accounts,

debit cards to make online & offline payments

and to withdraw cash from ATM. It allows users to

make instant money transfer through UPI.


